
I, for Instants 

 
I struggle up the mountain, tattered on its sides.  The incline so steep and with no ropes to 

hold me.  There is moon up above, punctuating the sky.  Breathmarks, the verbs between 

the objects.  I tumble often, scrape, slide and bruise.  The outcome is uncertain.  Way up, 

way down, no way out. 

 

 

I clambered over the wall.  It was there I found the well.  I have gazed into that dark 

cylinder, at times with light in my eyes like flint-flecks, at times in weeping worry.  How 

slick, how straight and untraversed the walls. 

 

 

I float in a cloud-like balloon.  I hover there in dream.  I spend days traveling this way, 

ranging over presence and past, over water and plain, jagged peaks and craggy fjords, 

memories.  I cannot describe what I perceive at this distance, it is untrustworthy like dark 

carrion in the sun’s glare. 

 

 

I swim in my sleep.  Lumber and slumber are rhyme.  I move about that way when under, 

submersion and windowless light.  This room in my cranium, this hallway my heart, 

tangled in entrails and veins, I wriggle a slow-motion dance.  The death kind – the circles 

and spins. 

 

 

I suspect it was a struggle, the clawing and chuffing up over the wall.  An inside, an 

outside, beyond.  A large forest of straight-spined blackened pines.  I I I I l l l – giant 

digits seeming infinite, numberless, thick with resemblance and variations. 

 

 

I discovered myself in the music, each bleak stick-figure with its bulbs of dark baggage 

and death-flags and banners.  Occasionally a hollow, a void, a rest.  I slept through the 

rectangles sheeted in white, I peered through the half-notes with clarity, I sounded the 

holes of the wholes.  The rest scattered polyps of pain, dashes and branches running 

together, an aggregate noise. 

 

 

I saw my father once, with his father.  Saw through.  Grandfather, eaten away on a 

hospital bed, what moisture remained dabbed the corners of his wadded-up eyes, pleading 

with my father to kidnap him home for his death.  I understood then.  About home being 

a safe place to die.  That ends come out of beginnings and belong to each other.  I 

watched my father depart. 

 

 



I stared into a cold upright bore of a rifle.  I placed my thumb on its comma.  Only one 

full movement, one certain word, a command from the hard steel I-barrel straight through 

the eye.  Out again.  It might have worked. 

 

 

I remember (reconstruct?) the frame, for instance.  A large piece done in charcoal under 

glass, ghostly, doors and stairwells leading toward and away, inside and out.  Thresholds, 

vague, structured by geometric plan-like lines.  I wander in there – in and out, back and 

through.  Sometimes it leads to room after room.  Sometimes I glimpse a window.  

Sometimes I walk away. 

 

 

I, like an oil derrick, for instance.  I think the letter-word, how thin it is, how much like a 

line dividing, a slash; or in cursive, how it loops around itself and knots up at the bottom.  

It starts pumping.  Rising and falling on its shaft, dredging sludge and slick viscous stuff, 

I’m unable to hold in my hands.  It beggars container, this dangerous well.  It requires 

massive structures and systems to refine, a world of work to turn it to fuel. 

 

 

I came from the plains where every tree stood out, making them crooked.  I remember 

them as stout, reaching wide, and taking in all they could get.  I, like that.  And 

everything that blew, blew hard, crippling and bending these trees: religion and politics, 

families and weather.  Yet still they climb out of themselves.  They grow on. 

 

 

I laughed under pressure and danger, I usually played alone.  Spines on the bookshelves 

felt like mirrors.  I, I, I, I, each marked in their own way.  By their deeds you shall know 

them.  The song I sang made of upright moments and dotted with sin.  Mother said I was 

bound, tied together, stressing the wrong beats. 

 

 

I was fat and bespectacled.  I was strong as an ox.  I went on a mission and it made me 

sick.  I cannot eat pineapple.  The message tore me up inside, was parasitic.  But I still 

had none, for I could not see. 

 

 

I am diagnosed, for instance.  Cyclical blackness at noon, and fires.  I make a friend who 

seeks caves.  Deep holes in the boulders, where willows upturn.  Another world 

underneath, surprised in its surface.  I learn to label darkness. 

 

 

I have always loved alphabets, letters.  But I’ve no aptitude for numbers or maths.  This 

forms part of my deep struggle with that which is both, and Roman Numerals for 

instance: I, II, III… 

 

 



 


